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Abstract 

 

The purpose of this article is to bring in examples of industries where the concept of total cost 

management becomes a driver to the company’s mission than a support function. Within the utility 

industry, the finance of their capital programs is the dictator of the companies five to ten years 

direction, as they utilize many funding and investment instruments, whether a publicly funded 

utility or a privately funded utility, the borrowed capital to execute projects to serve the public 

needs remains the most important factor for project executed. 

 

In this article, we will learn more about the concept of total cost management within the utility 

industry,  
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The Problem or Introduction 

 

Over the last century, electricity and clean energy have been at the forefront of U.S. priorities in 

meeting the public's energy needs. In each state, many companies provide energy under regulations 

issued by local state and government commissions. In New Jersey, power companies operate 

through the PJM interconnections (Pennsylvania, Jersey, and Massachusetts) [1] and are regulated 

by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) [2]. 

Local Jersey companies are extending capital throughout PJM with plans to carry out reliability 

projects, in order to better supply customers with electricity. The capital expenditures of local 

companies are in turn incorporated into the application for an increase in the base rate per $/kW.h 

(kilowatt.hour) that is charged to customers with the best electricity [1]. In this article, we will 

understand in more detail the important role of the cost engineer in such an industry. 

 

Utility Financing 

Now let's take a step back and take a look at how utilities fund their projects and how project 

reporting is done to meet financial requirements. First, we need to understand the return on 

investment (ROI) factors for utilities when they invest in capital projects, such as a substation or 

power plant.  

 

Any utility company has a basic rate of return formula, that determines how they should charge per 

kW.h, which is based on multiple factors such as revenue requirement, rate base, which is the 

amount of capital or assets the utility dedicates to providing its regulated services, allowed rate of 

return, which is the cost the utility incurs to finance its rate base, including both debt and equity, 

operating expenses, which are the costs of items such as supplies, labor (not used for plant 

construction), and items for resale that are consumed by the business in a short period of time (less 

than one year) and annual depreciation expense, which is the annual accounting charge for wear, 

tear, and obsolescence of plant, lastly, all taxes not counted as operating expenses and not directly 

charged to customers. [3] 
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Cited from Public Utility Research Center in the University of Florida “Rate of return regulation 

combines a company’s costs and allowed rate of return to develop a five revenue requirement. This 

revenue requirement then becomes the target revenue for setting prices. The basic formula for 

determining a revenue requirement is” [3] :  

 

R ≡ B • r + E + d + T. [3] 

R: revenue requirement 

B: rate base  

r: allowed rate of return 

E: operating expenses 

d: annual depreciation expense 

T: all taxes  

What we can derive from here, when a utility company, for example, invests in a new asset, it 

contributes to the company's revenues in two ways: first, through the revenues generated by the 

electricity produced and sold, once the asset is commissioned, and second, through capital 

expenditures, which are then accounted for in the company's base rate increase. To understand 

more about what’s included in the Base rate, refer to Robert Hahne & Gregory’s Aliff book, 

Accounting for Public Utilities, Pub. 16, release 36, 2019, chapter 4.04. These two tycoons of the 

accounting world in the utility industry, better explains for you, how utility companies make revenue 

and how capital expenditures feed into the company application for base rate increase. 

 

Now, it is safe to say that the equation below is true, even if it is very simplified: 

 

ROI of an asset = income from the sale of electricity + Base rate increase due to capital 

expenditures + Base rate increase due to other factors. 

 

Other factors represent factors that are not relevant to our discussion regarding total cost 

management, and we will not be able to discuss them in this article such as operating costs, debt and 

equity, depreciation. In electricity and utility projects in general, the cost engineer has an impact on 

project revenues and capital expenditures throughout his role. 
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Let's start with the base rate increase due to capital expenditures. Capital expenditures represent 

the amount that the company will spend on the project as a capital investment. Here we will consider 

all aspects of a project’s life cycle, from initiation, engineering, design, procurement, construction, 

and closing. The cost engineer is responsible for all project reporting within the normal guidelines of 

earned value management. 

 

In project financing, the term used for construction cost is CWIP, which means Construction Work in 

Progress. This term refers to all capital expenditures for engineering, procurement, construction or 

the entire project cycle that is used to establish the base rate increase as a capital expenditure. 

Whether you are purchasing equipment, civil construction or electrical construction, all fall under 

the CWIP. [4] 

 

However, the challenge here is that every year the company's cost management has to forecast the 

cost of the project to date, usually with very current accuracy for the current period and for the 

coming year, and that is just one of the challenges and we are going to discuss the much more difficult 

tasks that cost management faces in this area. 

 

Allowance for Funds Used during Construction (AFUDC) is the capital carrying charges that accrues 

on the funds invested in utility projects during the planning and construction stages. [5] 

 

In other words, when the utility invests in projects, it most likely uses borrowed money, using loans 

and corporate bonds that will incur interest and fees. Typically, these financing costs can be written 

off as capital expenditures in addition to the CWIP. These fees and interests represent a common 

term in this industry, Allowed Funds used during Construction (AFUDC). The cost management 

department in the project is solely responsible for allocating the appropriate AFUDC to the CWIP to 

maintain accurate reporting. 

 

Well, let's introduce the last factor of the ROI and out of the CWIP and AFUDC project or the project 

itself, however, determines the end of CWIP and AFUDC. As presented earlier, the ROI of an asset 

requires the income from the sale of electricity, the base rate increase due to capital expenditures 

and due to other factors. When the asset begins to generate electricity and therefore revenue, it 
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means that the asset is put into service, or in other words, it is in an In-Service mode. This is an 

industry term called Plant In-Service (PIS) [6] which requires that the entire project life cycle be 

completed from initiation to engineering, procurement, construction and closure, or in other words, 

the conversion of all CWIP and associated AFUDC to an In-Service mode in a timely manner, in 

accordance with the project plan and schedule, and that no further construction work is in place. 

 

The reason we introduced this topic is that it is a critical deliverable for project cost management 

reporting, so here's another formula to consider: 

 

Plant In-Service Forecast = CWIP + AFUDC – capital expenditures that are not considered in the 

calculation of the increase in the base rate or part of the commissioned assets. 

 

Capital expenditures that are not included in the calculation of the increase in the base rate or part 

of the assets put into service that are not included in the ROI or in the base rate, these expenditures 

will be demolition work, decommissioning of previous equipment, salvage costs and similar. A core 

role, which was not part of this industry until recently based on lessons learned and previous 

projects, the company cannot reserve construction costs / AFUDC in their base rate until the asset is 

fully commissioned, to deflect false companies from incentives to invest in construction and not 

complete projects and meet the reliability requirements of the customer and government. This rule 

is discussed and referenced in page four of this article, under the 1980’s fiasco of inflated 

construction estimates for utility projects.[7] 

 

Cost Control and Utility Projects 

 

Once we have a clear understanding of the requirements or elements that the state and government 

look for when companies apply for an increase in the base rate and invest in capital projects, let's 

look at the implications of utility financing on project cost control, how expectations differ from those 

of other industries. The cost engineer in this type of industry controls multiple streams of project 

reporting, from construction or CWIP to AFUDC, to commissioning to show when the company starts 

to earn revenue on the asset and makes the transfer to finance and operations. 
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As part of its annual and five-year capital projects investment plans, the company must report all 

CWIP or construction costs that it incorporates into its base rate when the asset is commissioned. In 

that case, there is nothing new to report or something a cost engineer does not know or a project 

control professional cannot do. What is required is normal reporting of the cost of the project 

engineer, purchase and construction. However, the most challenge is the accuracy and quality of 

reporting. 

 

In this section, we will discuss in detail the cost engineers' reports and how they affect the overall 

project delivery portfolio and the company's finances in general. 

Let's start by simply listing the cost engineer's deliverables and see a depiction of these deliverables 

on the projects role in the graph afterwards; 

 

1. Setting the proper WBS and CWIP & AFUDC 

2. Accruals or Work accomplished to date methodology 

3. Estimating and funding for projects 

4. Cash flow or expenditure forecasts, including annual and five-yearly expenditures 

5. Scheduling and expenditure planning to give funding a measure against spending  

6. In-service reporting of the assets going in service 

7. Risk analysis of the estimate, business plan, the cash flow spending 

8. Variance Analysis of the estimate, business plan, the cash flow spending 

 
Figure 1Depiction of the deliverables feeding CWIP 
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In the following sections, we will discuss some of the above and present examples of lessons learned 

from past history and the role of the cost engineer. 

The main starting point for a successful project is to start with the right work breakdown structure 

(WBS) that puts all the pieces of work into the right buckets. We are not going to settle for an 

appropriate WBS, as this is the minimum required for cost management in any project, and there 

will be no reliable cost report that the company can use for capital expenditures. During the early 

stages of the project, and once the cost engineers have generated the appropriate WBS, aligned the 

cost plan with the project execution plan, sequencing, and scheduling, they must also identify, in 

conjunction with the project management teams, the elements on which the WBS will be allowed to 

accrue the AFUDC, creating the appropriate capital determination.  

 

The capital determination identifies operational, capital expenditures and other factors, as discussed 

in the previous formula: 

 

Plant In-Service Forecast = CWIP + AFUDC – capital expenditures that are not considered in the 

calculation of the increase in the base rate or part of the commissioned assets. 

 

 

Based on this determination, the cost engineer will need to identify which cost element (part) is 

eligible for an AFUDC and which is not. Consider a scenario, if a job is estimated or valued at $10 

million, the company would lose up to $1 million if it is not properly allocated as an eligible capital 

cost (CWIP) for an AFUDC.  

The value of the work done, accumulated to date or simply the work achieved to date, is the number 

one standard or project cost engineer to deliver at any point in the project. Management, Finance 

Leadership are looking to find out how much work has been done, to update the CWIP element and 

obtain an increase in the AFUDC accordingly. The AFUDC accumulates on how much work has been 

done and how the work was done in order to make money. Well, the management team has put in 

place the financing structure for its projects, and the lenders have agreed, but nothing will be done 

on paper until the entitlement has been accumulated to date. To highlight the rigor of the cost 

management role, let's say the project was planned this year for $3 million and the AFUDC rate is 

10%, so we expect a compounding factor to be applied to the $3 million, giving the company a 

revenue of $0.3 million, which is a huge value when we're dealing with a portfolio of projects and 
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expect cumulative costs of $50 million, any failure on the part of any of the stakeholders in the 

project, such as delays, poor planning, human error, results in $5 million in revenue for the AFUDC 

and hurts investors.   

The role of the cost engineer here is to establish confidence estimates with stakeholders as they 

move through the project. The company's management should plan for the CWIP and AFUDC to use 

these estimates for supporting loans and plan for the CWIP and AFUDC. 

 

In the 1980s, a national crisis occurred when nine nuclear power plants were shut down due to bad 

practices related to high CWIP, resulting from high estimates and high construction costs at that time. 

This is referenced from Professor John O. Blackburn, the former Chair of the Economics Department 

and Professor Emeritus, Duke University, in his article, “CWIP: Transferring Risks to the Customer – 

Statement from John Blackburn and John Runkle” when they were discussing the senate bill no.3 in 

changing the construction finance structure and what would the tax payer bare. [7] 

 

 At the time, the power companies in North Carolina included too much CWIP in their base rates and 

both the CWIP and the AFUDC were inflated to the point where they caused financial distress on 

loans and increased base rates per kW.h, and after many years of resolution, it was determined that 

there was a regulatory gap in how to incorporate the CWIP and AFUDC into the rate, by making all 

construction costs conditional on commissioning (asset commissioning) and passing the electrical 

commission's review to consider this cost as a conservative CWIP cost for the rate, which we referred 

to earlier as the basic asset In-Service reporting [7]. 

 

In the utility sector, the company depends on the cost engineer's cash flow and business plan for its 

quarterly, annual and five-year balance sheet. The reliability of appropriate cash flows for the 

forecast and plan provides the company with an adequate measure of performance metrics, whether 

or not it meets the target, and today no company is performing well without targets built into its 

balance sheet. For example, if Project A has an $18 million plan to spend and the spending forecast 

is the same, if the company has already met its target for the quarter, it would be prudent to defer 

the work planned for the next quarter, if possible, to provide a source for the company to meet its 

plan in the next quarter. In this sector, this type of practice is common and occurs numerically in a 

given quarter. Therefore necessary for the cost engineer to prepare an appropriate and competent 

report to capture these changes and report the correct CWIP and AFUDC against them. 
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As one can see, let's just say there is a sense that the concept of total cost management is being 

extended in the utility industry, resulting in a stretching of the minimum required by a cost engineer 

to be a project pilot than a cruiser. 

Let's move on to risk management. Whether its estimates, forecasts or cash flow plans, the cost 

engineer must be on full alert for risk items that will allow him to discern a dollar impact on the 

project cost.  

 

To give a few examples, let's assume that the project cost engineer is incurring high labor overheads 

due to a lack of information available from unions, or specialized technicians. The company 

anticipates cash flow spending or accruals with high costs, reserving more CWIP and AFUDC. Another 

example, say a project is waiting for equipment from another country and a tax rate will be imposed, 

resulting in a higher cost for the equipment, which is also a risk if the company does not capture it, 

it will declare less CWIP and AFUDC. Other examples are escalation, taxes, surcharges, union changes, 

changes in government regulations, project delivery risks, awareness, and public affairs, permits and 

unknowns are all solid elements that require cost engineers to spend a large part of their time 

analyzing their numbers. The concept of project risk is broad and has many dimensions on impacting 

projects, and since utilities are for the most part government-controlled industries, it is important to 

accurately capture the accumulated risks in estimates and forecasts. 

 

In the PMI, the value the cost engineer lives on, by performing the proper analysis of variance, such 

as the variance of cash flow, changes in estimates, changes in the business plan, etc. Basically, the 

highest skill the cost engineer can provide is the proper explanation of changes in numbers. The 

management team cannot rely on cost engineers who cannot explain variances because they are 

telling the story of the project. 

 

In 1987, the Boston Rail project was the subject of the largest claim against its main contractor, as 

the project experienced numerous cost changes related to delays, the union, undocumented 

underground subway work, and also the parties who had up to seven years to reach an impartial 

settlement with the minimum information available to them at the time [8]. 
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Recommendations for Improvement 

Now that we discussed many dimensions of the Cost management and utility financing, and we tied 

them together, we will need to find rooms of improvement to support the execution of the Cost 

Management concepts, and see a better return in the Utility Projects.  

 

The main struggle in any failing project the Capital Projects sector is communication. Never the less 

the most effective is communication between the project core group who leads the ship and the 

supporting services the follow the mission. Accessibility of stakeholder's information is an essence 

to increase the performance of the cost engineering deliverables, as in the utility industry, the cost 

engineer is almost stepping in the core group of the project in terms of importance. Once the 

impression and direction from the leadership of the company support the Cost Engineering Team in 

becoming a Core Group in direction of the capital expenditures, the Cost engineer will gain the ability 

to better report, and provide the best CWIP, AFUDC, and Capital Determinations to support the cost 

that will get into the base rate. 

 

For example, returning to the crisis in North Carolina and Georgia, when companies did not account 

for the stability of the CWIP, and a bad practice rose in increasing Projects Estimate and Project 

spending to allow for more in the base rate buildup, one important consideration to support the rise 

up from such failure is to have the cost engineer lead the confidence estimates that are done by third 

parties or in-house, and introduce a challenge session between all stakeholders to rectify any inflated 

or underestimated the cost. Such a step gives the project funding a more trusted number issued by 

the Project Cost team when they apply for funding from Finance. 

 

Besides, since the cost is a heavy subject in such an industry, it is wise to introduce a Centre of cost 

data, historical data acting as a cost Centre of Excellence. Such a concept came from many previous 

Oil and Gas and mining industries during the boom of the oil projects to act as an engineering best 

practices point of reference for all projects of any company. Imagine, if cost control is shifting to 

become a core team in the utility industry, then having a Centre of Excellence is a prudent practice 

for the well of cost and financing. Imagine a Centre of excellence pointing out bad estimating 
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practices and wrong cost business planning, or wrong capital determinations, which will result in a 

healthy spending environment for the utility industry. 

 

Lastly, based on my experience in hiring personnel, and reaching out to industry peers, it was very 

difficult for me to find candidates who have a robust utility cost experience, even though I met many 

quality people in the world of cost management. In many other industries, such as Mining, Process 

or Oil Plants, the cost engineer does not have viable input to the commissioning of the asset or 

equipment, as these get turned on with the startup team, and turned on to operations. Meanwhile, 

the cost engineer is liable for delivering a full startup plan that flips the CWIP and AFUDC into In-

Service dollars. One recommendation I found is to segregate a full costing team, specialized in 

commissioning of the assets and support the cost engineering function and the commissioning 

function. Such practice will enhance the PIS and CWIP reporting of the company and will provide the 

best long term factors in the Base Rate increase. 

 

Conclusion 

Since utility industries have more requirements for cost engineers than other industries due to the 

tangible challenges that the company faces in terms of states, government and especially taxpayers, 

it is important to have competent cost engineers and robust standards to work in the cost side best 

interest, to anticipate a steady change in the rate that the company charges each year, and work 

towards the costumer benefits. 
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